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Abstract: An integrated energy community with a distributed utilization of renewable energy
and complementary electricity–gas–cold–heat integrated energy will play an important role in en-
ergy conservation and emission reduction. In addition, compared with traditional thermoelectric
power equipment, solid oxide fuel cells have many advantages, such as a high energy utiliza-
tion rate, good waste heat quality, and low carbon emissions. Therefore, the SOFC-based multi-
energy and energy storage sharing operation model of an integrated energy community with an
electricity–gas–cooling–heat integrated energy system is constructed, and a bi-objective optimal
configuration model considering the carbon emission index is established. Considering the economic
objective of the smallest annual total operating cost as the most important objective in optimizing the
planning model, the ε-constraint method is used to transform the environmental objective function
with the smallest annual total carbon emission into a constraint condition under the decision making
of an economic single objective function, and then the planning model is linearized and solved by
using the Big-M method and the McCormick relaxation method. By calculating and analyzing the
energy allocation results in five scenarios, the effectiveness and rationality of the model built in this
article are verified. At the same time, the calculation example analysis results show that as the ε value
decreases, the energy configuration of the integrated energy community will shift from natural gas to
clean energy. From this perspective, the energy equipment configuration and operating costs will
increase. However, the heat storage system and power storage system sharing can effectively reduce
the energy allocation capacity and costs.

Keywords: carbon emission; integrated energy community; solid oxide fuel cell; bi-objective
optimization; optimal configuration

1. Introduction

With the continuous development of distributed energy systems, the decentralized
utilization of renewable energy [1] and the comprehensive energy complementarity of
electricity, gas, cold, and heat [2] have received extensive attention and research. Further-
more, rich energy management mechanisms and multiple energy investment and operation
business models have been derived.

The planning problem of an integrated energy community’s energy often takes the
life cycle cost as the objective function of decision making, including the investment cost,
the maintenance cost, and the operational costs. The decision variable is the planning
capacity of a community’s energy equipment. The optimization planning is related to
historical load data, demand status, and energy price. Due to the nonlinear characteristics
of internal combustion engines, gas turbines, and other equipment in integrated energy
equipment, heuristic intelligent algorithms are commonly used in integrated energy system
planning to solve a model. Reference [3] proposes a distributed evolutionary algorithm for
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collaborative optimization planning of building and regional integrated energy systems.
Based on the investment constraints of different energy equipment, Reference [4] estab-
lished an integrated energy optimal allocation model and combined the Strength Pareto
Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2) algorithm and the Technology for Order Preference by
Similarity to an Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) method to optimize the model. In Reference [5], a
model optimization method based on an improved co-evolutionary algorithm is proposed
for the economic and reliability optimization planning of integrated energy systems. In
Reference [6], considering the utility of decision makers, a multi-objective scheduling model
of an energy system in an integrated energy community was proposed, and an improved
chicken swarm optimization algorithm based on Lévy flight was used to quickly solve
the proposed mixed-integer nonlinear programming model. Reference [7] proposes a new
distributed energy system that takes into account multiple energy scenarios of cold, heat,
and electricity and solves for the energy allocation and optimal operation of the integrated
energy community based on a two-stage collaborative optimization method combining the
NSGA-II and TOPSIS methods.

Heuristic intelligent algorithms are often used to solve nonlinear programming prob-
lems with nondeterministic polynomials, but some experts and scholars have modeled the
planning problem of integrated energy systems as a mixed-integer linear programming
problem to solve. In Reference [8], a mixed-integer linear programming model was used to
solve the optimal planning model of a power and natural gas regional integrated energy
system based on the coupling of a combined cooling, heating, and power (CCHP) system
with the minimum total investment and operating cost as the objective functions. In Refer-
ence [9], a joint optimization model of the planning and operation of a user-side integrated
energy system with multiple network nodes was constructed, which was described as a
mixed-integer linear programming model. Reference [10] compared the effects of mixed-
integer linear programming and robust optimization in the planning and operation of
Swedish building integrated energy systems. Reference [11] proposed an island integrated
energy system with a distributed solar–biogas energy supply and described its planning
model as a two-stage mixed-integer linear programming problem, in which the relevant
nonlinear constraints were piecewise linearized and the large-scale scenario problem was
decomposed and solved by the Benders decomposition method, and the results show that
the complementarity of solar energy and biogas can be used to meet the multiple energy
needs of households. In Reference [12], the flexible operation of combined heat and power
(CHP) resources was considered in the integrated energy system. In order to describe the
power generation expansion model of the integrated energy system as a mixed-integer
linear programming problem, the cost function and constraints of CHP resources were
linearized in this paper.

Based on the current research, the optimization planning problem of an integrated
energy community is often solved by a heuristic intelligent algorithm. This is because the
output characteristics and constraint conditions of energy equipment, such as gas turbines
and internal combustion engines, in integrated energy systems are nonlinear. However,
compared with mixed-integer programming, heuristic intelligent algorithms have problems
such as their long solution time and susceptibility to falling into local optimization. Al-
though mixed-integer nonlinear programming has been partially studied, its development
and solutions are not as mature as those of mixed-integer linear programming. Therefore,
some studies have chosen to linearize the nonlinear constraints in integrated energy com-
munity optimization planning so that the planning model is described as a mixed-integer
linear programming model. Finally, a commercial solver is used for convenient solutions.
In the selection of comprehensive energy community planning objectives, most of the
literature considers planning economic objectives and technical objectives, and few studies
consider energy conservation and emission reduction benefits and a community’s carbon
emissions as planning environmental objectives. The analysis also focuses on the economic
and technical benefits provided by planning and operation, ignoring consideration and
discussion of the environmental benefits of planning results.
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The electricity–gas–cooling–heat multi-energy complementary integrated energy sys-
tem is an important direction for the development of distributed energy systems in the
future. Among them, the existing commonly used natural gas distributed energy genera-
tion equipment has problems such as its low energy efficiency and large carbon emissions.
Compared with traditional equipment, such as microgas turbines, solid oxide fuel cells
(SOFCs) have many advantages, such as their high energy utilization rate, good waste heat
quality, and low carbon emissions. Therefore, it is of practical significance to study the
optimization planning method of an electricity–gas–cooling–heat community integrated
energy system based on SOFCs. Based on the above problems, a shared operation mode and
integrated energy management strategy of the integrated energy community are proposed,
which can achieve the unified deployment and control of electricity, gas, cold, and heat
energy sources. The model utilizes solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) as the core equipment,
which have high energy efficiency, good waste heat utilization, and a low carbon footprint.
The paper also develops a dual-objective optimal configuration model that considers both
economic and environmental factors and aims to minimize the total planned cost and
carbon emissions of the community’s energy system. The paper applies the ε-constraint
method to transform the multi-objective problem into a single-objective problem and uses
the Big-M method [13] and the McCormick relaxation method [14] to linearize the non-
linear constraints, which simplifies the solution process and improves the computational
efficiency. The paper conducts a case study based on actual project data to demonstrate the
effectiveness and rationality of the proposed method and model and shows that they can
significantly reduce the energy costs and carbon emissions of the community. The paper
provides a practical and innovative solution for the optimization planning of the integrated
energy community based on SOFCs and contributes to the research and development of a
sustainable and clean-energy future.

2. Integrated Energy Community Energy System Modeling
2.1. Integrated Energy Community’s Energy System Structure

The shared operation architecture of the integrated energy community is shown in
Figure 1. In the electricity–gas–cold–heat integrated energy community, natural gas is
used as the input fuel of the solid oxide fuel cell, and each building contains an integrated
energy load demand, including an electric load, heat load, and cold load. Electrical energy
is first supplied by the SOFC and a clean energy power station; heat energy is supplied
by the SOFC and heat pump; and cold energy is supplied by an absorption chiller and
an electric chiller. At the same time, the community is configured with a power storage
system and a heat storage system. The power storage system and heat storage system are
invested in and allocated by community energy operators and shared in the integrated
energy community. When there is a gap or surplus in the building load demand in the
integrated energy community, the energy management system of the integrated energy
community is uniformly deployed, and priority is given to integrated energy sharing with
other buildings in the community. When there is still a gap or surplus in the load demand
of the building after sharing, it interacts with the power grid, and the integrated energy
community purchases electricity from the power grid or sells electricity to the power grid.

The energy conversion relationship between the various pieces of equipment is shown
in Figure 1. The demand for electricity in the building is preferentially met by the SOFC
with wind power/photovoltaic power. When there is excess electricity in the building,
the integrated energy community’s energy management system first checks whether other
buildings have insufficient electricity. If there is insufficient electricity in other buildings,
the building will supply excess electricity to other buildings. If there is still excess elec-
tricity after supplying power to other buildings, the state of charge of the storage system
will be checked. If there is no shortage of electricity in the other buildings, whether the
community’s power storage system reaches the maximum state of charge will be checked.
If the storage system reaches the maximum state of charge, the building will sell the excess
electricity; otherwise, the excess electricity will be given, as a priority, to community’s
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storage system charging. When there is insufficient power in the building, the integrated
energy community’s energy management system first checks whether there is excess power
in other buildings. If there is excess power in other buildings, other buildings will supply
excess power to the building. If there is still insufficient power in the building after the
supply of other buildings, then the state of charge of the power storage system will be
checked. If there is no excess power in the other buildings, then whether the community’s
power storage system reaches the minimum state of charge will be checked. If the power
storage system reaches the minimum state of charge, the building will purchase power
from the power grid to supplement the power supply. Otherwise, the required power will
be preferentially supplied by the community’s power storage system.

Figure 1. Integrated energy community’s shared operation architecture.

The heat load demand of the building is preferentially satisfied by the heat energy and
heat pump after SOFC heat recovery. When there is excess heat after SOFC heat recovery,
the excess heat energy is stored in the community’s heat storage system until the heat
storage system reaches the maximum heat storage state. When there is a heat demand
gap in the community, the heat energy in the community’s heat storage system can be
called upon to meet the heat load demand. The heat energy consumed by the absorption
chiller comes from the heat energy generated after SOFC heat recovery. The heat energy
generated by the heat pump is not used as the heat energy input of the absorption chiller
and is only used to meet the heat load demand of the building. The cooling load demand
of the building is met by the electric chiller and the absorption chiller.

2.2. Mathematical Model
2.2.1. Distributed Renewable Energy Model

The main factor affecting the output power of wind power generation is wind speed.
The output model of distributed wind power generation is as follows [15]:

PWT =


0, 0 ≤ v ≤ vi or vo ≤ vi
Pr

WT
v−vi
vr−vi

, vi < v < vr

Pr
WT , vr ≤ v ≤ vo

(1)

In the formula, PWT is the output power of the wind power generation, Pr
WT is the

rated output power of the wind power generation, v is the current wind speed, vi is the
cut-in wind speed, vo is the cut-out wind speed, and vr is the rated wind speed.

Photovoltaic power generation is mainly achieved by photovoltaic panels absorbing
energy from the sun. The power of photovoltaic power generation can be obtained accord-
ing to the light intensity of the real-time weather and the parameters of the photovoltaic
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panels themselves. The output model of distributed photovoltaic power generation is as
follows [16]:

PPV =

{
Pr

PV
I
Ir

, I ≤ Ir

Pr
PV , I > Ir

(2)

In the formula, PPV is the photovoltaic power generation output power, Pr
PV is the

photovoltaic power output rated active power, I is the intensity of illumination, and Ir is
the rated light intensity.

According to Formulas (1) and (2), it can be seen that the real-time output power
and configuration capacity of distributed wind power and photovoltaic power generation
are linear in the range of conventional weather. In the energy planning process of the
integrated energy community, for simplicity, the formula shown in Formula (3) is used to
replace the output formula of distributed renewable energy.

PDG(t) = ηDG(t) · PDG (3)

In the formula, ηDG(t) is the power generation per unit of distributed renewable
energy at time t, that is, the power generation coefficient per unit of photovoltaic or wind
power, and can be obtained from historical power generation data. PDG is the planning
capacity of distributed renewable energy, and PDG(t) is the output wind power or the
photovoltaic power generation at time t in the planning process.

2.2.2. SOFC Model

Compared with other natural-gas-distributed energy power generation equipment,
SOFCs have the advantages of high power generation efficiency, high waste heat quality,
no vibration, a low level of noise, a wide range of fuel selection, green environmental
protection, and so on. In this paper, natural gas is used as the fuel input of the SOFC,
and the output electric power and thermal power of the SOFC can be expressed by
Formulas (4) and (5) [17,18].

ESOFC = ηSOFC · QNG (4)

HSOFC = δSOFC · ESOFC (5)

In the formula, QNG is the natural gas consumption of the SOFC, ηSOFC is the electrical
efficiency of the SOFC, ESOFC is the electrical power output of the SOFC, and δSOFC is the
output thermoelectric ratio of the SOFC, which can be obtained by dividing the output
thermal efficiency of the SOFC by the output electrical efficiency. HSOFC is the output
thermal power of the SOFC.

2.2.3. Power Storage System Model

The characteristics of the storage system include the state of charge, the capacity of
the storage device, the charge and discharge efficiency, and so on. The mathematical model
of the storage device is as follows [19]:

SOC(t) = SOC(t − 1) + (
Qcha · µcha

EBES
− Qdischa

µdischa · EBES
) · ∆t (6)

In the formula, SOC(t) is the state of charge of the power storage system, EBES is the
device configuration capacity of the power storage system, Qcha is the charging power of
the storage system, µcha is the charging efficiency of the power storage system, Qdischa is
the discharge power of the power storage system, and µdischa is the discharge efficiency of
the power storage system.
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2.2.4. Heat Storage System Model

The mathematical model of the heat storage system is similar to that of the power
storage system. The model is as follows:

SOCHS(t) = SOCHS(t − 1) + (
QHS

cha · µHS
cha

EHS
−

QHS
discha

µHS
discha · EHS

) · ∆t (7)

In the formula, SOCHS(t) is the heat storage state of the heat storage system, EHS is
the device configuration capacity of the heat storage system, QHS

cha is the charging power of
the heat storage system, µHS

cha is the charging efficiency of the heat storage system, QHS
discha is

the heat release power of the heat storage system, and µHS
discha is the heat release efficiency

of the heat storage system.

2.2.5. Electric Heat Pump Model

In an intelligent energy community, when the waste heat recovered by the SOFC is not
enough to meet the heat load demand, the electric heat pump can be used as a supplement
of heat energy. The electric heat pump relies on the input of electrical energy to drive
the equipment and output heat energy. Its heating coefficient depends on the ratio of the
output heat power to the input electrical power. The heating formula of the heat pump can
be expressed by Equation (8).

HHP = ηHP · EHP (8)

In the formula, EHP is the electrical power consumed by the electric heat pump, and
HHP is the thermal power output by the electric heat pump.

2.2.6. Electric Refrigerator Model

In a smart energy community, the electric refrigerator can be used to meet the cooling
load demand of the community. The electric refrigerator relies on the input of electrical
energy to drive the equipment and output cold energy. The refrigeration coefficient depends
on the ratio of the output cold power to the input electrical power. The refrigeration formula
of the electric refrigerator can be expressed by Equation (9).

CEC = ηEC · EEC (9)

In the formula, EEC is the electrical power consumption of the electric refrigerator, and
CEC is the output cold power of the electric refrigerator.

2.2.7. Absorption Refrigerator Model

In an integrated energy system equipped with an SOFC, in order to efficiently utilize
the thermal power after the SOFC heat recovery, it can be used as a source of refrigeration
energy for the absorption chillers and to meet the cooling load requirements of a smart
energy community. The refrigeration coefficient of the absorption refrigerator depends on
the ratio of the output cooling power to the input heat power. The refrigeration formula of
the absorption refrigerator can be expressed by Formula (10).

CAC = ηAC · HAC (10)

In the equation, HAC is the heat power consumption of the absorption refrigerator.
CAC is the output cold power of the absorption refrigerator.

3. Dual-Objective Optimal Configuration Model of Integrated Energy Community
3.1. Objective Function

In this paper, the two objectives are evaluated from economic and environmental
perspectives. In an integrated energy community, including electrical, gas, cold, and heat
energy, the impact of carbon emissions should be considered in particular. Therefore,
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the annual total operating cost and annual carbon emissions are selected as the optimal
allocation objectives of the integrated energy community.

3.1.1. Total Annual Operating Costs

The minimum annual total operating cost is selected as the economic objective func-
tion to determine the configuration capacity of various pieces of energy equipment. The
annual total operating cost includes the primary investment cost and the operation and
maintenance costs of the power storage system, heat storage system, clean energy power
station, solid oxide fuel cell system, heat pump, electric refrigerator, and absorption refrig-
erator. The cost of purchasing and selling electricity from the power grid and the cost of
purchasing natural gas from the fuel cell are shown in (11).

min Ctotal = CBES + CHS + CPV + CWT + CSOFC
+CHP + CEC + CAC + Cbuy − Csell + CNG

(11)

In the formula, Ctotal is the total annual operating cost of the integrated energy com-
munity, including the investment cost of the power storage system, CBES; the investment
cost of the heat storage system, CHS; the investment cost of the photovoltaic system, CPV;
the investment cost of the wind power system, CWT; the investment cost of the solid oxide
fuel cell system, CSOFC; the investment cost of the heat pump, CHP; the investment cost of
the electric refrigerator, CEC; the investment cost of the absorption chillers, CAC; the cost of
purchasing electricity from the grid, Cbuy; the revenue from electricity sales to the grid, Csell;
and the fuel cost of purchasing natural gas, CNG. The specific calculation formulas of the
costs are as follows [20].

1. The investment cost of the power storage system:

CBES = [
r(1 + r)nBES

(1 + r)nBES − 1
· Cinit

BES + COM
BES] · EBES (12)

In the formula, r is the discount rate, nBES is the life cycle of the power storage
system, Cinit

BES is the primary investment cost of the unit power storage system, COM
BES is the

annual operation and maintenance costs of the unit power storage system, and EBES is the
configuration capacity of the power storage system.

2. The investment cost of the heat storage system;

CHS = [
r(1 + r)nHS

(1 + r)nHS − 1
· Cinit

HS + COM
HS ] · EHS (13)

In the formula, r is the discount rate, nHS is the life cycle of the heat storage system.
Cinit

HS is the unit investment cost of the heat storage system, COM
HS is the annual operation and

maintenance costs of the unit heat storage system, and EHS is the configuration capacity of
the heat storage system.

3. The investment cost of the photovoltaic system;

CPV = [
r(1 + r)nPV

(1 + r)nPV − 1
· Cinit

PV + COM
PV ] · PPV (14)

In the formula, nPV is the life cycle of photovoltaic systems, Cinit
PV is the primary

investment cost of the unit photovoltaic system. COM
PV is the annual operation and mainte-

nance costs of the unit photovoltaic system, and PPV is the configuration capacity of the
photovoltaic system.
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4. The investment cost of the wind power system;

CWT = [
r(1 + r)nWT

(1 + r)nWT − 1
· Cinit

WT + COM
WT ] · PWT (15)

In the formula, nWT is the life cycle of the wind power system, Cinit
WT is the primary

investment cost of the unit wind power system, COM
WT is the annual operation and mainte-

nance costs of the unit wind power system, and PWT is the configuration capacity of the
wind power system.

5. The SOFC system’s investment costs;

CSOFC = [
r(1 + r)nSOFC

(1 + r)nSOFC − 1
· Cinit

SOFC + COM
SOFC] · PSOFC (16)

In the formula, nSOFC is the life cycle of the solid oxide fuel cell system, Cinit
SOFC is the

unit investment cost of the solid oxide fuel cell system, COM
SOFC is the annual operation and

maintenance costs of the unit solid oxide fuel cell system, and PSOFC is the configuration
capacity of the solid oxide fuel cell system.

6. The investment cost of the heat pump:

CHP = [
r(1 + r)nHP

(1 + r)nHP − 1
· Cinit

HP + COM
HP ] · PHP (17)

In the formula, nHP is the life cycle of the heat pump, Cinit
HP is the unit investment cost

of the heat pump, COM
HP is the unit annual operation and maintenance costs of the heat

pump, and PHP is the configuration capacity of the heat pump.

7. The investment cost of the electric refrigerator:

CEC = [
r(1 + r)nEC

(1 + r)nEC − 1
· Cinit

EC + COM
EC ] · PEC (18)

In the formula, nEC is the life cycle of the electric refrigerator, Cinit
EC is the first investment

cost of the unit electric refrigerator, COM
EC is the annual operation and maintenance costs of

the unit electric refrigerator, and PEC is the configuration capacity of the electric refrigerator.

8. The investment cost of the absorption chillers:

CAC = [
r(1 + r)nAC

(1 + r)nAC − 1
· Cinit

AC + COM
AC ] · PAC (19)

In the formula, nAC is the life cycle of an absorption refrigerator, Cinit
AC is the first

investment cost of the unit absorption refrigerator, COM
AC is the annual operation and

maintenance cost of the unit absorption chiller, and PAC is the configuration capacity of the
absorption refrigerator.

9. The cost of purchasing electricity from the grid:

Cbuy = ∑
∀t

λre(t) · Pbuy(t) · ∆t (20)

In the formula, λre(t) is the power grid electricity purchase price over period t, Pbuy(t) is
the community’s electricity purchases from the grid over a period t, and ∆t is the duration
of the unit scheduling period.
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10. Revenue from electricity sales to the grid:

Csell = ∑
∀t

λ f it(t) · Psell(t) · ∆t (21)

In the formula, λfit(t) is the on-grid price over a period t, and Psell(t) is the amount of
electricity sold by the community to the grid over a period t.

11. The cost of purchasing natural gas:

CNG = ∑
∀t

λNG(t) · QNG(t) · ∆t (22)

In the formula, λNG(t) is the natural gas purchase unit price over a period t, and QNG(t)
is the purchase amount of natural gas over a period t.

3.1.2. Total Annual Carbon Emissions

The annual total carbon emissions are the objective function evaluated from the
perspective of the environment. Clean energy generates almost no carbon emissions in the
process of generating electricity. At the same time, in order to simplify the problem, the
carbon emissions generated during the operation and maintenance of the energy equipment
are not considered. Therefore, the calculation of the annual carbon emissions is mainly
composed of two parts: the emissions of electricity purchased from the main power grid
and the emissions generated by natural gas consumption, as shown in (23).

min CCE = µGrid · ∑
∀t

Pbuy(t) · ∆t + µNG · ∑
∀t

QNG(t) · ∆t (23)

In the formula, µGrid is the unit carbon emission coefficient of the power grid, and
µNG is the unit carbon emission coefficient of natural gas.

3.2. Constraint Condition

According to the energy management strategy of the integrated energy community
given in Section 2.1, the constraints of the integrated energy community’s energy optimiza-
tion configuration model include equipment state constraints, cold and heat energy balance
constraints, the building’s power state constraints, the community’s power state con-
straints [21], the community’s purchase and sale power constraints [22], the power storage
system’s state continuity constraints [23], and the heat storage system’s state constraints.

1. The equipment’s state constraints:

The equipment state constraint indicates that the available installation capacity of
the planned energy production equipment is constrained by the planning upper limit,
and the input of the heat pump, the electric refrigerator, and the absorption refrigerator
must be lower than the corresponding installation capacity. At the same time, the energy
conversion efficiency constraints of each piece of energy conversion equipment are also
stipulated. Constraints (24) and (25) indicate that the clean energy scale that each building
can plan to configure is limited. Constraint (26) indicates that the SOFC scale planned for
each building is limited. Constraints (27) to (29) indicate that the operating power of the
energy equipment must not exceed its configuration capacity. Constraint (30) represents
the energy balance model of the electric heat pump. Constraint (31) represents the energy
balance model of the electric refrigerator. Constraint (32) represents the energy balance
model of the absorption refrigerator. Constraint (33) indicates that the operating power
of the SOFC must not exceed its configuration capacity and must not be less than 30%
of its configuration capacity to avoid the low-load operating conditions of the SOFC [24].
Constraints (34) and (35) represent the energy balance model of the SOFC. Constraints
(36) and (37) indicate that in order to avoid drastic changes in the output of the SOFC,
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the difference in the output power of the SOFC at adjacent times is limited to 50% of the
configuration capacity [24].

0 ≤ PPV,n ≤ CAPV,n (24)

0 ≤ PWT,n ≤ CAWT,n (25)

0 ≤ PSOFC,n ≤ CASOFC,n (26)

0 ≤ EHP,n(t) ≤ PHP,n (27)

0 ≤ EEC,n(t) ≤ PEC,n (28)

0 ≤ HAC,n(t) ≤ PAC,n (29)

HHP,n(t) = ηHP,n · EHP,n(t) (30)

CEC,n(t) = ηEC,n · EEC,n(t) (31)

CAC,n(t) = ηAC,n · HAC,n(t) (32)

In the formula, CAPV,n is the upper limit of the configuration capacity of the pho-
tovoltaic system in building n, CAWT,n is the upper limit of the wind power system
configuration capacity in building n, CASOFC,n is the upper limit of the SOFC system con-
figuration capacity in building n; EHP,n(t) is the electric power consumed by the heat pump
of building n at time t, EEC,n(t) is the electric power consumed by the electric refrigerator
of building n at time t, HAC,n(t) is the thermal power absorbed by the absorption chiller of
building n at time t; HHP,n(t) is the thermal power generated by the heat pump of building
n at time t, ηHP,n is the heating efficiency of the heat pump in building n; CEC,n(t) is the cold
power generated by the electric refrigerator of building n at time t, ηEC,n is refrigeration
efficiency of the electric refrigerator in building n; CAC,n(t) is the cold power generated by
the absorption chiller of building n at time t, and ηAC,n is the refrigeration efficiency of an
absorption chiller for building n.

30% × PSOFC,n ≤ ESOFC,n(t) ≤ PSOFC,n (33)

ESOFC,n(t) = ηSOFC,n · QNG,n(t) (34)

HSOFC,n(t) = δSOFC,n · ESOFC,n(t) (35)

ESOFC,n(t + 1)− ESOFC,n(t) ≤ 50% × PSOFC,n (36)

ESOFC,n(t)− ESOFC,n(t + 1) ≤ 50% × PSOFC,n (37)

In the formula, ESOFC,n(t) is the electrical power output by the SOFC of building n at
time t, QNG,n(t) is the amount of natural gas consumed by building n at time t, ηSOFC,n is
the electrical efficiency of the SOFC for building n, δSOFC,n is the heat-to-electric output
ratio of the SOFC for building n, and HSOFC,n(t) is the thermal power output of the SOFC
of building n at time t.

2. The cold and hot energy balance constraints:

The cold and hot energy balance constraint indicates that the cold and hot power
in each building in the community should be balanced under the community integrated
energy management strategy proposed in this paper. Constraint (38) indicates the thermal
power energy balance of building n. Constraint (39) indicates the cold power energy
balance of building n. Constraint (40) indicates that the thermal power output by the SOFC
consists of two parts.

Huse
SOFC,n(t) + HHP,n(t) + Hdis,n(t) = HL,n(t) + HAC,n(t) (38)

CEC,n(t) + CAC,n(t) = CL,n(t) (39)

Huse
SOFC,n(t) + Hwaste

SOFC,n(t) = HSOFC,n(t) (40)
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In the formula, HL,n(t) is the thermal load power demand of building n at time t,
CL,n(t) is the cooling load power demand of building n at time t, Hdis,n(t) is the thermal
power obtained by building n from the heat storage system at time t, Huse

SOFC,n(t) is the part
of the thermal power output by the SOFC of building n at time t, and Hwaste

SOFC,n(t) is the part
of the thermal power that is not utilized in the SOFC output of building n at time t.

3. The state constraints of the buildings’ electric power:

The electric power state constraint of the buildings indicates the calculation method
and state limit of the excess electric power and electric power shortage of each building in
the community under the community integrated energy management strategy proposed in
this paper. Constraints (41) and (42) represent the calculation method of the electric power
excess and shortage of building n in a period t, respectively. Constraint (43) indicates that
the two states of electric power excess and power shortage cannot appear at the same time.
Constraint (44) indicates that the sum of the variables Ppos

BD,n(t) and Pneg
BD,n(t) is nonnegative.

Ppos
BD,n(t) =

(
ηPV,n(t) · PPV,n + ηWT,n(t) · PWT,n + ESOFC,n(t)
−PL,n(t)− EHP,n(t)− EEC,n(t)

)
· Xpos

BD,n(t) (41)

Pneg
BD,n(t) =

(
PL,n(t) + EHP,n(t) + EEC,n(t)
−ηPV,n(t) · PPV,n − ηWT,n(t) · PWT,n − ESOFC,n(t)

)
· Xneg

BD,n(t) (42)

Xpos
BD,n(t) + Xneg

BD,n(t) = 1 (43)

Ppos
BD,n(t) ≥ 0 , Pneg

BD,n(t) ≥ 0 (44)

In the formula, Ppos
BD,n(t) is the remaining amount of electrical power in building n

at time t, Pneg
BD,n(t) is the shortage of electrical power in building n at time t, PPV,n is the

configuration capacity of the photovoltaic system in building n, PWT,n is the wind power
configuration capacity of building n, and ηPV,n(t) and ηWT,n(t) are the amounts of power
generated by the unit photovoltaic and unit wind power systems of building n at time t,
respectively. PL,n(t) is the electrical load power demand of building n at time t. Xpos

BD,n(t)
represents the 0–1 variable of the residual state of electrical power in building n in time
period t. Taking 1 means that there is an electrical power surplus in building n; otherwise,
a value of 0 is obtained. Xneg

BD,n(t) represents the 0–1 variable of the state of an electrical
power shortage in building n during the period t. When 1 is taken, it indicates that there is
insufficient electrical power in building n; otherwise, 0 is taken.

4. The community’s electrical power state constraints:

The community’s electrical power state constraint represents the calculation method
and state limitation of an overall electrical power surplus and electrical power shortage in
the community under the community integrated energy management strategy proposed
in this paper. Constraints (45) and (46) represent the calculation method of an electrical
power surplus and shortage in the community’s building group in a period t, respectively.
Constraint (47) indicates that the two states of electrical power surplus and power shortage
cannot appear at the same time. Constraint (48) indicates that the sum of the variables
Ppos

CO (t) and Pneg
CO (t) is nonnegative.

Ppos
CO (t) = (

N

∑
n=1

Ppos
BD,n(t)−

N

∑
n=1

Pneg
BD,n(t)) · Xpos

CO(t) (45)

Pneg
CO (t) = (

N

∑
n=1

Pneg
BD,n(t)−

N

∑
n=1

Ppos
BD,n(t)) · Xneg

CO (t) (46)

Xpos
CO(t) + Xneg

CO (t) ≤ 1 (47)

Ppos
CO (t) ≥ 0 , Pneg

CO (t) ≥ 0 (48)
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In the formula, N is the total number of buildings in the community, Ppos
CO (t) is the

remaining amount of electrical power in the community’s buildings at time t, Pneg
CO (t) is the

shortage of electrical power in the community’s buildings at time t, and Xpos
CO(t) represents

the 0–1 variable of the residual state of electrical power in the community during a period
t. When 1 is taken, it indicates that there is residual electrical power in the community’s
buildings; otherwise, 0 is taken. Xneg

CO (t) represents the 0–1 variable of the state of an
electrical power shortage in the community during the period t. When 1 is taken, it
indicates that there is insufficient electrical power in building n; otherwise, 0 is taken.

5. The electricity purchase and sale’s constraints in the community:

The community’s power purchase and sale constraint represents the calculation
method of the community’s and external power grid’s power purchases and sales under the
community integrated energy management strategy proposed in this paper and its limited
binary variable state constraint. Constraints (49) and (50) represent the calculation methods
of power sales and power purchases over a period t, respectively. Constraints (51) and (52)
represent the state constraints of the maximum state of charge and the minimum state of
charge of the power storage system, respectively.

Psell(t) = (Ppos
CO (t)− Pcha(t)) · Ymax

BES (t) (49)

Pbuy(t) = (Pneg
CO (t)− Pdis(t)) · Ymin

BES(t) (50)

Ymax
BES (t) ≤ 2Xpos

CO (51)

Ymin
BES(t) ≤ 2Xneg

CO (52)

In the formula, Ymax
BES (t) represents the 0–1 variable of whether the community’s power

storage system reaches the maximum state of charge during a period t. When 1 is taken, it
means that the power storage system reaches the maximum state of charge; otherwise, a
value of 0 is obtained. Ymin

BES represents the 0–1 variable of whether the community’s power
storage system reaches the minimum state of charge during the period t. When 1 is taken,
it means that the power storage system reaches the minimum state of charge; otherwise, a
value of 0 is obtained. Pcha(t) is the charging amount of the storage system over a period t,
and Pdis(t) is the discharge amount of the storage system over a period t. The calculation
methods are as follows in (53) and (54).

Pcha(t) = (SOCmax − SOC(t − 1)) · EBES
µcha∆t

(53)

Pdis(t) = (SOC(t − 1)− SOCmin) ·
µdisEBES

∆t
(54)

In the formula, SOC(t) is the state of charge of the community’s power storage system
at time t, SOCmax is the maximum state of charge of the power storage system, SOCmin is
the minimum state of charge of the power storage system, µcha is the charging efficiency of
the power storage system, and µdis is the discharge efficiency of the power storage system.

6. The continuity constraint of the state of charge of the storage system:

The continuity constraint on the state of charge of the power storage system rep-
resents the calculation method and state constraint of the state of charge of the power
storage system under the community integrated energy management strategy proposed in
this paper.

SOC(t) = SOC(t − 1) · (1 − Ymax
BES (t)− Ymin

BES(t)) +
Ppos

CO (t)µcha∆t
EBES

(1 − Ymax
BES (t))

− Pneg
CO (t)∆t

µdisEBES
(1 − Ymin

BES(t)) + SOCmaxYmax
BES (t) + SOCminYmin

BES(t)
(55)

SOC(t = 0) = SOC(t = last) (56)
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SOCmin ≤ SOC(t) ≤ SOCmax (57)

In the formula, Constraint (55) represents the calculation formula for the state of
charge. Constraint (56) represents the energy conservation of the initial and final states of
the community’s power storage system. Constraint (57) indicates that the state of charge at
any time is between the maximum state and the minimum state of charge.

7. The state constraints of the heat storage system:

The continuity constraint on the state of charge of the heat storage system represents
the calculation method and state constraint of the state of charge of the heat storage
system under the community integrated energy management strategy proposed in this
paper. Constraint (58) represents the heat storage state calculation formula for the heat
storage system. Constraint (59) represents that the two states of stored heat energy and
released heat energy cannot appear at the same time. Constraint (60) represents the
energy conservation of the initial and final states of the community’s heat storage system.
Constraint (61) represents that the heat storage state at any time is between the maximum
and the minimum heat storage states.

SOCHS(t) = SOCHS(t − 1) +

N
∑

n=1
Hwaste

SOFC,n(t)·µ
HS
cha∆t

EHS
· Ycha

HS (t)

−
N
∑

n=1
Hdis,n(t)·∆t

µHS
discha ·EHS

· Ydischa
HS (t)

(58)

Ycha
HS (t) + Ydischa

HS (t) ≤ 1 (59)

SOCHS(t = 0) = SOCHS(t = last) (60)

SOCHS
min ≤ SOCHS(t) ≤ SOCHS

max (61)

In the formula, SOCHS(t) is the heat storage state of the community’s heat storage
system at time t, SOCHS

max is the maximum heat storage state of the heat storage system,
SOCHS

max is the minimum heat storage state of the heat storage system, µHS
cha is the heat

storage efficiency of the heat storage system, and µHS
discha is the heat release efficiency of

the heat storage system. Ycha
HS (t) represents the 0–1 variable of whether the community’s

heat storage system is in the state of stored heat energy over a period t. When 1 is taken, it
means that the heat storage system is in a state of stored heat energy; otherwise, a value
of 0 is obtained. Ydischa

HS (t) represents the 0–1 variable of whether the community’s heat
storage system is in a state of releasing heat energy over a period t. When 1 is taken, the
heat storage system is in a state of releasing heat energy; otherwise, 0 is taken.

4. The Method of Solving the Model
4.1. ε-Constraint Method

The ε-constraint method is an effective method for dealing with multi-objective op-
timization decision making. Its core idea is to transform a multi-objective optimization
decision-making problem into a single-objective optimization decision-making problem to
solve. The specific method for implementing the ε-constraint method is to select the most
important or the decision maker‘s most preferred objective function as the reserved objec-
tive function among the multiple objective functions of the optimization of the decision-
making process. The reserved objective function is the objective function of the transformed
single-objective optimization decision-making problem. The other objective functions are
transformed into constraints of the single-objective optimization decision-making problem
by adding a restriction domain εi [25]. The specific steps of the ε-constraint method are
as follows:

Step 1: By minimizing the nth objective function (assuming that the decision-making
problem is a minimization problem), x∗ can be obtained, and then we set
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fn(x∗) = min
x∈F

fn(x), satisfying fi(x) ≤ εi, where i = 1, 2,. . ., m, i ̸= n; εi represents the

estimation of the maximum value of the objective function.
Step 2: Different εi values are selected to repeat Step 1, and different optimization

decision results are obtained until the problem decision maker thinks that a satisfactory
decision solution has been found. In general, the following method can be used to determine
the value range of εi to avoid the case of obtaining no solution: for each objective function,
fi, i = 1, 2,. . ., m, if there is an optimal decision variable x∗i , make fi(x∗i ) the minimum, then
let εi ≥ fi(x∗i ), i = 1, 2,. . ., n − 1, n + 1,. . ., m, and εi ≤ fi(x∗n), i = 1, 2,. . ., n − 1, n+ 1,. . ., m.

In the energy optimal allocation model of the integrated energy community con-
structed in this paper, the economic objective of minimizing the total annual operating
cost is considered an important objective in the optimization planning model. Therefore,
with the help of the idea of the ε-constraint method, a limit domain is added to the annual
total carbon emission target, which is transformed into the constraint condition on the
objective function of minimizing the total annual operating cost, so as to transform the
multi-objective optimization decision in the integrated energy optimal allocation model
into a single-objective optimization decision. The specific steps are as follows:

Step 1: By minimizing the economic objective, Ctotal(X), an optimal decision variable,
X1*, of Ctotal(X) can be obtained, which can make Ctotal(X1*) = min Ctotal(X) and CCE(X) ≤ ε,
where ε is the maximum estimation of the objective function.

Step 2: Determine the value range of the limiting domain ε of the objective function
of minimizing the total annual carbon emissions. For ε, it is necessary to satisfy both
ε ≥ CCE(X2*) and ε ≤ CCE (X1*). Therefore, the range of ε is [CCE(X2*), CCE (X1*)].

Step 3: Select different ε values in the value interval [CCE(X2*), CCE (X1*)], and repeat
Step 1 until the problem decision maker finds a satisfactory decision solution.

4.2. Model Linearization

In Section 3, an integrated energy community energy optimal allocation model with
(11) and (23) as objective functions and (24)–(61) as constraints is established. There are
nonlinear terms in Equations (41), (42), (45), (46), (49), (50), (53)–(55), and (58). The model
is a mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem, which cannot be solved directly by
commercial solvers. Among them, the nonlinear terms in constraints (41), (42), (45), (46),
(49), and (50) are constant variables multiplied by 0–1 variables. They can be linearized
directly by the Big-M method, where M is a large constant. There are bilinear terms in
Equations (53)–(55), and (58), which cannot be converted by the Big-M method. Therefore,
the McCormick relaxation method is used to deal with bilinear terms.

For the bilinear terms in (53)–(55), the auxiliary variable is defined as Equation (62).

E(t) = SOC(t) · EBES (62)

The McCormick relaxation method is used to transform Equation (62) into the
constraints shown in Equations (63)–(66), and Equation (62) is substituted into
Equations (53)–(55) so as to eliminate the bilinear term and obtain the linearized constraints.

E(t) ≤ SOCmin · EBES + SOC(t) · Emax
BES − SOCmin · Emax

BES (63)

E(t) ≤ SOCmax · EBES + SOC(t) · Emin
BES − SOCmax · Emin

BES (64)

E(t) ≥ SOCmax · EBES + SOC(t) · Emax
BES − SOCmax · Emax

BES (65)

E(t) ≥ SOCmin · EBES + SOC(t) · Emin
BES − SOCmin · Emin

BES (66)

For the bilinear term in (58), the auxiliary variable is defined as Equation (67).

EHS(t) = SOCHS(t) · EHS (67)
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The McCormick relaxation method is used to transform Formula (67) into the con-
straints shown in Formulas (68)–(71), and Formula (67) is substituted into Formula (58) so
that the bilinear term is eliminated and the linearized constraints are obtained.

EHS(t) ≤ SOCHS
min · EHS + SOCHS(t) · Emax

HS − SOCHS
min · Emax

HS (68)

EHS(t) ≤ SOCHS
max · EHS + SOCHS(t) · Emin

HS − SOCHS
max · Emin

HS (69)

EHS(t) ≥ SOCHS
max · EHS + SOCHS(t) · Emax

HS − SOCHS
max · Emax

HS (70)

EHS(t) ≥ SOCHS
min · EHS + SOCHS(t) · Emin

HS − SOCHS
min · Emin

HS (71)

After transforming MINLP into mixed-integer linear programming by the Big-M
method and the McCormick relaxation method, the commercial solver CPLEX [20] or
GUROBI [26] can be used to solve it.

5. Example Analysis
5.1. Scene Setting

In order to evaluate the comprehensive benefits of energy sharing and sharing the
power storage system and heat storage system in the integrated energy community, this
paper sets up five scenarios based on whether to consider sharing, whether to consider
a power storage system, and whether to consider a heat storage system, the data are
presented in Table 1, where “

√
” means considered and “×” means not considered. The

definition of each scenario is as follows.

Table 1. Case scenario setting.

Whether to
Consider Power

Storage

Whether the
Power Storage

Is Shared

Whether to
Consider Heat

Storage

Whether the
Heat Storage Is

Shared

Scenario 1
√ √ √ √

Scenario 2
√ √ √

×
Scenario 3

√
×

√
×

Scenario 4
√ √

× ×
Scenario 5

√
× × ×

Scenario 1: The community’s power storage system and the community’s heat storage
system are installed simultaneously in the integrated energy community, and the power
storage system and the heat storage system are shared within the community.

Scenario 2: A power storage system is installed in the integrated energy community,
and the power storage system is shared in the community; the buildings in the community
are separately installed with heat storage systems, and the individually configured heat
storage systems are not shared within the community.

Scenario 3: The buildings in the integrated energy community are separately equipped
with a power storage system and a heat storage system, and the separately configured
power storage system and heat storage system are not shared within the community.

Scenario 4: The integrated energy community does not consider the configuration
of a heat storage system and installs a community power storage system, and the power
storage system is shared within the community.

Scenario 5: The configuration of a heat storage system is not considered in the inte-
grated energy community. The buildings in the community are separately installed with a
power storage system, and the individually configured power storage system is not shared
within the community.
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5.2. Basic Parameters and Data

For the sake of simplicity, the typical curves of clean energy power generation and
electric heating and cooling loads are used as the input data for the example planning
process. The number of buildings in the community is set to be three. It is assumed that
Building 1 and Building 3 are configured with photovoltaic systems based on clean energy,
and Building 2 is configured with wind power based on clean energy. The typical daily unit
clean energy power generation coefficient of clean energy configured by each building is
shown in Figure 2. The typical daily load demand of each building is shown in Appendix A,
Figures A1–A3. The typical daily electricity purchase price from the grid and the on-grid
price sold to the grid are shown in Figure 3. The fuel of the SOFC is natural gas, and the
unit price of natural gas in this example is CNY 0.254/kWh. In the example, the scheduling
period is 1 h; that is, ∆t = 1.

Figure 2. Coefficient of clean energy power generation per unit for a typical day.

Figure 3. Typical daily electricity purchase price and on-grid electricity price.

It is assumed that the capacity-to-power ratio of the energy storage battery and the
heat storage system is small enough to fully charge or discharge the energy storage system
or the heat storage system between two continuous scheduling intervals. Other basic
parameters are considered from economic, technical, and environmental perspectives and
are listed in Appendix A, Table A1. The table contains parameters such as the primary
investment costs of various pieces of energy equipment, the energy conversion efficiency
of multi-energy equipment, and the carbon emission coefficient.
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According to the actual project, the annual operation and maintenance costs of general
energy equipment account for 1–5% of the cost of a single investment, and the situation is
different according to the actual project. This paper assumes that the annual operation and
maintenance costs of each piece of energy equipment are 2% of the investment costs. In
addition, at present, the engineering life of a photovoltaic project is about 25–30 years, and
the engineering life of a wind power project is lower than that of a photovoltaic project,
about 20 years. The life of an energy storage project is shorter than that of photovoltaic
and wind power projects. However, with the progress of technology, the life of an energy
storage project will continue to increase in the future. For simplicity, this paper assumes
that the life cycle of each piece of energy equipment is 20 years.

5.3. Result and Discussion
5.3.1. Analysis of Configuration Results under Different Restriction Domains, ε

In the fourth section of the model solution method, it is mentioned that different
ε values are selected in the value range of the restricted domain, [CCE(X2*), CCE (X1*)],
and different optimization decision-making solutions can be obtained by repeating the
transformed single-objective optimization solution process. The decision maker needs to
select a satisfactory decision-making solution from different optimization decision-making
solutions. Therefore, the energy equipment configuration under different ε values and
the economic and environmental outcomes of the configuration results are analyzed in
this section.

In order to obtain the value range of the limit domain [CCE (X2*), CCE (X1*)], the
single-objective optimization decision-making processes for the economic target and the
environmental target are carried out separately in the first scenario. The configuration
result obtained by minimizing the annual total operating cost is shown in Table 2. Under
the configuration result, the annual total operating cost of the integrated energy community
is CNY 6.9130 million, the annual total carbon emission is 2708 tons, and the initial primary
investment cost of all the energy equipment is CNY 101.21 million.

Table 2. Results of integrated energy optimization configuration obtained by minimizing total annual
operating cost under Scenario 1.

Building 1 2 3

power storage/kWh 1270
heat storage/kWh 2500
clean energy/kW 5397 3100 0

SOFC/kW 375 0 450
heat pump/kW 0 844 30

electric refrigerator/kW 533 227 138
absorption refrigerator/kW 275 0 22

The configuration results obtained by minimizing the annual total carbon emissions as
the objective function are shown in Table 3. Under this configuration result, the annual total
operating cost of the integrated energy community is CNY 8.1564 million, the annual total
carbon emissions are 1162 tons, and the initial primary investment cost of all the energy
equipment is CNY 108 million.

Therefore, the value range of the restriction domain, ε, is [1162, 2708], and the unit is
ton. The ε value represents the maximum estimation of the annual total carbon emissions of
the integrated energy community. Different ε values are selected for optimization decision
making, and the integrated energy equipment planning and configuration scheme under
different carbon emissions expectations can be obtained. The annual total operating cost of
the integrated energy community and the initial investment cost of energy equipment will
also change with the change in the value of ε.
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Table 3. Results of integrated energy optimization configuration obtained by minimizing total annual
carbon emissions under Scenario 1.

Building 1 2 3

power storage/kWh 2500
heat storage/kWh 909
clean energy/kW 6166 3750 0

SOFC/kW 450 0 0
heat pump/kW 853 1103 882

electric refrigerator/kW 534 227 139
absorption refrigerator/kW 361 0 0

The trend of the annual total operating cost of the integrated energy community with
the change in the value of ε is shown in Figure 4. With a decrease in the value of ε, that is,
a reduction in the maximum estimated value of the annual total carbon emissions of the
integrated energy community by the decision makers, the annual total operating costs grad-
ually increase from CNY 6.9130 million when the ε value is 2708 tons to CNY 7.9547 million
when the ε value is 1162 tons, and the annual total operating costs increase by 15.1%. At the
same time, the annual total carbon emissions also decrease significantly, which indicates
that the annual total operating costs and the annual total carbon emissions are inconsis-
tent. When the decision makers have the demand for energy conservation and emission
reduction, they need to increase the investment in energy equipment configuration and
operation and exchange the investment of funds for environmental benefits.

Figure 4. Annual total operating cost of integrated energy communities under different ε values.

For the sake of simplicity, only the results of the integrated energy optimization
configuration of some labeled data points in Figure 4 are shown in Tables 4 and 5. It can
be seen that when the value of ε decreases from 2708 tons to 1162 tons, the configuration
capacity of the community power storage system increases from 1270 kWh to 2500 kWh,
while the configuration capacity of the community heat storage system decreases from
2500 kWh to 1051 kWh, which corresponds to an increase in the configuration scale of
the clean energy power station in the integrated energy community and a decrease in
the configuration scale of the SOFC. At the same time, the configuration capacity of the
heat pump and the electric refrigerator with electrical energy as the input energy in the
integrated energy community also increases.
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Table 4. Integrated energy optimization configuration results when the ε value is 2708 under the
bi-objective optimization in Scenario 1.

Building 1 2 3

power storage/kWh 1270
heat storage/kWh 2500
clean energy/kW 5397 3100 0

SOFC/kW 375 0 450
heat pump/kW 0 357 516

electric refrigerator/kW 533 227 138
absorption refrigerator/kW 275 0 22

Table 5. Integrated energy optimization configuration results when the ε value is 1162 under the
bi-objective optimization in Scenario 1.

Building 1 2 3

power storage/kWh 2500
heat storage/kWh 1051
clean energy/kW 6179 3750 0

SOFC/kW 428 0 0
heat pump/kW 853 804 89

electric refrigerator/kW 533 227 138
absorption refrigerator/kW 343 0 0

This shows that when the value of ε is reduced, decision makers have higher require-
ments for carbon emission reduction, and communities are expected to emit less carbon.
The main energy sources of the community are the energy produced by the clean energy
power station and the energy generated by the SOFC, which consumes natural gas. As
clean energy, wind power and photovoltaic power are almost equivalent to zero carbon
emissions in the process of producing electrical energy. As a fossil fuel, natural gas has
a low carbon emission coefficient, but it will still produce a certain amount of carbon
emissions. Then, driven by the goal of energy conservation and emission reduction, the
planning and configuration of the integrated energy community will shift from natural gas
to the clean energy of wind power and photovoltaic systems.

The main sources of the community’s carbon emissions are the carbon emissions
converted from the purchase of electricity from the power grid and the carbon emissions
generated by the SOFC, which uses natural gas as fuel. Reducing carbon emissions must
start with these two aspects. On the one hand, more wind power, photovoltaic power, and
power storage systems are configured to reduce the interaction between the community
and the power grid. On the other hand, fewer SOFCs are configured to minimize the
consumption of natural gas while ensuring economic efficiency. In this process, decision
makers also need to incur higher costs in exchange for environmental benefits.

5.3.2. Analysis of Energy Configuration Results in Different Scenarios

In the context of the example scenarios, five scenarios were established to assess the
comprehensive benefits of energy sharing and sharing power storage and heat storage
systems within the integrated energy community. The outcomes of the community’s energy
optimization configurations, derived by minimizing the total annual operating costs in
Scenario 1, are presented in Table 2. Meanwhile, the optimization configurations for the
integrated energy community in the other four scenarios, under the same objective function,
are detailed in Table 6. And the capacity of power storage, heat storage, and clean energy
configurations in comprehensive energy communities under different scenarios is shown
in Figure 5.
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Table 6. Results of integrated energy optimization configuration obtained by minimizing total annual
operating cost under Scenarios 2, 3, 4, and 5.

Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5
Building 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

power storage/kWh 660 0 1018 0 2302 5000 1948 0
heat storage/kWh 2500 2500 1885 2500 2500 1886 / /
clean energy/kW 4553 3750 509 5008 2747 1000 5431 3731 0 6103 3262 1000

SOFC/kW 375 0 450 425 0 240 434 0 450 438 0 245
heat pump/kW 338 410 0 374 345 37 405 513 83 362 513 165

electric refrigerator/kW 518 227 102 533 227 100 533 227 133 533 227 138
absorption refrigerator/kW 80 0 350 275 0 192 0 0 75 0 0 75

Figure 5. The storage and clean energy capacity of integrated energy community configuration results
in different scenarios.

Scenario 2: The community power storage system is configured at 660 kWh, repre-
senting a 48% reduction compared to the 1270 kWh configuration in Scenario 1. Achieving
savings in storage capacity is facilitated by individual thermal storage systems for each
building. Simultaneously, the capacity of the community’s heat storage system increases by
175.4%. The capacity of the SOFCs in each building remains unchanged, while adjustments
are made to the configurations of solar and wind energy. This modification reflects the
improved ability of each building to cater to its own electric heating and cooling load needs
through separate thermal storage system configurations. The overall community clean
energy configuration increases from 8498 kW to 8812 kW. The shared heat storage sys-
tems effectively mitigate the configuration capacity of the power storage and heat storage
systems, thereby enhancing the overall community’s energy utilization.

Scenario 3: The individually configured heat storage systems in each building exhibit
almost identical capacities. Consequently, neither Building 1 nor Building 3 is equipped
with a power storage system. Building 2 alone is furnished with a 1018 kWh power
storage system, surpassing the 660 kWh storage system in Scenario 2 by 54.2%. This
choice is influenced by the higher investment costs associated with electrical storage
systems, rendering thermal storage systems more preferable in the absence of sharing. The
communal sharing of power storage systems effectively diminishes the demand for power
storage configurations, thus improving the utilization rate of power storage equipment.

Scenario 4: The capacity of the community’s power storage system configuration
reaches 2302 kWh, marking an 81.3% increase compared to that in Scenario 1. The overall
clean energy deployment capacity also experiences a 7.8% increment. Building 3 continues
to refrain from adopting clean energy, opting for a more stable SOFC. This strategic decision
arises from the communal sharing conditions, where solar energy is more aligned with
the community’s overall planning needs in Building 1. The configuration of the thermal
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storage system effectively reduces the demand for a power storage system while enhancing
the production and utilization efficiency of clean electrical energy.

Scenario 5: Each building independently configures a power storage system. The
integrated energy community is equipped with a total power storage system capacity of
6948 kWh, marking a 202% increase over the 2302 kWh capacity in Scenario 4. Concurrently,
the clean energy allocation capacity also sees a 13.1% increase. A comparative analysis
between Scenarios 4 and 5 reaffirms that the community sharing model can effectively
reduce the configuration capacity of the energy equipment and enhance its utilization rate.

5.3.3. Analysis of Economic and Environmental Benefits of Different
Scenarios’ Configurations

The total annual operating cost, the initial investment cost of integrated energy equip-
ment, and the total annual carbon emissions of the integrated energy community under the
five scenarios are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Cost and carbon emissions of integrated energy community configuration results in
different scenarios.

Scenario 1: This is the baseline scenario, in which the community shares an electricity
storage system and a heat storage system, and the goal of the optimal configuration is
to minimize the total annual operating cost. The total annual operating cost, the initial
investment cost of the energy equipment, and the total annual carbon emissions in this
scenario are CNY 6.913, CNY 101.21 million, and 2708 tons, respectively, which is the lowest
among the five scenarios.

Scenario 2: Each building is equipped with a separate thermal storage system, and
the community shares a power storage system. The goal of optimizing the configuration
is the same as in Scenario 1. In this scenario, the annual total operating cost, the initial
one-time investment cost of the energy equipment, and the total annual carbon emissions
are CNY 7.043 million, CNY 108.41 million, and 2638 tons, respectively. Compared with
scenario 1, the operating cost and investment cost have increased, but carbon emissions
have decreased because the expanded use of thermal storage systems has improved the
community’s energy efficiency.

Scenario 3: Each building is configured with a separate thermal storage system and
a power storage system without sharing. The goal of optimizing the configuration is the
same as in Scenario 1. In this scenario, the annual total operating costs, the initial one-time
investment cost of the energy equipment, and the total annual carbon emissions are CNY
9.1947 million, CNY 97.741 million, and 3266 tons, respectively. Compared with scenario 2,
the operating costs and carbon emissions have increased significantly, but the investment
cost has been reduced. This is because each building can configure the most suitable energy
equipment capacity according to its own electric, heating, and cooling load needs. There is
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no energy equipment margin, but this also reduces the sharing and exchange of energy,
resulting in lower energy utilization efficiency.

Scenario 4: The community shares a power storage system and a heat storage system,
but no heat storage system is configured. The goal of optimizing the configuration is the
same as in Scenario 1. In this scenario, the annual total operating costs, the initial one-time
investment cost of the energy equipment, and the total annual carbon emissions are CNY
8.1545 million, CNY 111.49 million, and 2745 tons, respectively. Compared with scenario 1,
the operating costs and investment costs have increased, and the carbon emissions have
also increased slightly. This is because the lack of thermal storage systems leads to the need
for communities to configure more high-cost electricity storage systems. It also increases
their dependence on SOFCs and reduces the proportion of clean electricity used.

Scenario 5: Each building is equipped with an independent power storage system.
There is no sharing and no heat storage system. The goal of optimizing the configuration
is the same as in Scenario 1. In this scenario, the total annual operating cost, the initial
one-time investment cost of the energy equipment, and the total annual carbon emissions
are CNY 10.1995 million, CNY 120.367 million, and 2615 tons, respectively. Compared with
scenario 4, the operating cost and investment cost have increased significantly. However,
the carbon emissions have decreased. This is because each building is equipped with more
clean energy and power storage systems, which reduces the reliance on SOFC but also
reduces the utilization and efficiency of the energy equipment.

From the above comparative analysis, it can be seen that the community sharing model
can reduce the planning and configuration capacity of various pieces of energy equipment
in the integrated energy community, improve the utilization rate and efficiency of the
energy equipment, and balance the clean energy production efficiency and electric heating
and cooling load demand of each building. While reducing the annual configuration cost
and the initial investment cost of the energy equipment, it can also reduce the number
of power purchases and sales with the power grid, improve the efficiency of natural gas
energy use, reduce the carbon emissions of the integrated energy community, and achieve
the role of energy conservation and emission reduction; the cost of a heat storage system
is lower than that of a power storage system. The use of a power storage system with
a heat storage system can effectively reduce the demand on the power storage system.
The disadvantage is that the integrated energy community may rely more on natural
gas and thermal energy systems, thereby reducing the use of clean energy. Relatively
speaking, it may not be conducive to carbon emission reduction. Therefore, it is necessary
to balance the economic cost of planning and configuration with the environmental benefits
of energy conservation and emission reduction and comprehensively consider the optimal
configuration of a power storage system and a heat storage system.

6. Conclusions

Based on the concept of sharing, this paper constructs a multi-energy and energy stor-
age sharing operating model of an electricity–gas–cooling–heat integrated energy commu-
nity containing solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) and proposes a unified energy management
strategy for integrated energy communities that can be used. The unified optimization
planning of energy in smart integrated energy communities achieves the purpose of im-
proving energy utilization efficiency and reducing energy allocation costs. The main results
and conclusions of this paper are as follows:

(1) A dual-objective optimal energy allocation model considering economic and environ-
mental factors is established. In order to facilitate a rapid solution, the ε-constraint
method is used to simplify the multi-objective problem into a single-objective prob-
lem, and the nonlinear constraints are linearized through the Big-M method and the
McCormick relaxation method.

(2) The analysis results of the examples under the different scenarios show that as the
value of ε decreases, the maximum estimate of the annual total carbon emissions of
the integrated energy community by decision makers decreases. Along with this, the
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annual total operating cost of the integrated energy community gradually decreases.
Therefore, in this process, decision makers need to incur higher economic costs in
exchange for environmental benefits. This reveals that decision makers can achieve a
balance between carbon emission reduction and operating costs by adjusting the ε

value and adjusting different energy configurations.
(3) The sharing of thermal storage systems and power storage systems can effectively

reduce the configuration capacity and planning costs of comprehensive energy com-
munities and improve energy utilization and energy equipment utilization. At the
same time, the cost of thermal storage systems is lower than that of power storage
systems, but the configuration is over-configured. Multiple heat storage systems
are not conducive to the reduction carbon emissions from comprehensive energy
sources. Therefore, in terms of energy allocation, it is necessary to comprehensively
consider economic costs, energy conservation, and emission reduction to coordinate
and optimize the configuration of power storage systems and heat storage systems.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. Typical daily load demand for Building 1.
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Figure A2. Typical daily load demand for Building 2.

Figure A3. Typical daily load demand for Building 3.

Table A1. Basic examples of economic, technological, and environmental parameters.

Parameter Numerical Value Unit

discount rate 5%
plant life cycle 20 year

the primary investment cost of power storage system 1500 CNY/kWh
primary investment cost of heat storage system 400 CNY/kWh

economic parameters primary investment cost of photovoltaic system 3500 CNY/kWp
primary investment cost of wind power system 7500 CNY/kW

the first investment cost of SOFC system 19,000 CNY/kW
primary investment cost of heat pump 1275 CNY/kW

the first investment cost of electric refrigerator 970 CNY/kW
the first investment cost of absorption refrigerator 1200 CNY/kW

charging efficiency of power storage system 88%
discharge efficiency of power storage system 88%

the maximum state of charge of the storage system 0.9
the minimum state of charge of the storage system 0.1

charging efficiency of heat storage system 88%
heat release efficiency of heat storage system 88%

the maximum heat storage state of the heat storage system 0.9
the minimum heat storage state of the heat storage system 0.1

technical parameters the upper limit of photovoltaic system planning in Building 1
the upper limit of photovoltaic system planning in Building 1 7500 kWp
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Table A1. Cont.

Parameter Numerical Value Unit

the upper limit of wind power system planning in Building 2 3750 kW
the upper limit of photovoltaic system planning in Building 3 1000 kWp

the upper limit of SOFC system planning in buildings 450 kW
the electrical efficiency of SOFC 45%

the output thermoelectric ratio of SOFC 80%
heat efficiency of heat pump 2

cooling efficiency of an electric refrigerator 3
refrigeration efficiency of absorption refrigerators 1

environmental parameters unit carbon emission coefficient of power grid 0.673 kg/kWh
the unit carbon emission coefficient of natural gas 0.180 kg/kWh
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